The Left Hand and Right Hand Extension Bars for the Carrier Bar are shipped separately. These should be
installed using the provided Pins and Clips as follows:
1) Place the Extension Bar in place lining up the Pin holes:
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2) Insert the Pins into the holes in the Extension Bar:
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3) Secure the Pins in place by sliding the Clip on the Pins on the back side of the Extension Bar:
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Please note the Clips are notched to slide on and off the Pins easily for quick arm removal
and assembly. They are not designed to be tightened or locked in place.
The unit comes with a 40’ Power Cable. A Copper Battery Lug is supplied for connecting the Power Cable
to the positive battery terminal. Clips for securing the cable to the truck chassis are NOT supplied. Once
the Power Cable is installed, there will be excess that MUST be cut off and used as the Ground Wire.
Another Copper Battery Lug is provided for the ground connection to the truck chassis.

SB Connector
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Fit the Power and Ground Cables to the positive and negative Lugs of the provided red SB Connector.
Connect the other end of the cables to the provided Copper Battery Lugs. Connect the battery and the
installation is complete.

Instructions to troubleshoot Mobile On-Board Tote Stacker

1) Remove the green complete lifting assembly (locking plate and 2 pins)
2) Remove the bottom cover (4 nuts and 2 bolts)
3) To the right of the power pack, the starter coil is mounted to the bulkhead and the
positive cable from the battery connects to the bottom terminal of this coil.
Using a voltmeter, check for 12V power supply to ground.
Use a jumper cable (car booster cable) to connect this terminal directly to the terminal
on the motor, thereby bypassing the starter coil. If the motor starts, the carriage will
move up and thus the power pack is ok and the fault lies with either the coil or the
hand-held remote control box.
4) To check if the coil is ok, using a piece of wire, simply connect the two small terminals
on the coil. This bypasses the switch on the hand-held remote control box. If the motor
does not run, then the problem is the coil.
5) To replace the coil, it is necessary to access the back of the bulkhead which means that
the stacker has to be unbolted from the floor.

